We explore the implications of refinements in the mechanical description of planetary constituents on the convection modes predicted by finite element simulations. The refinements consist in the inclusion of incremental elasticity, plasticity (yield ing) and multiple simultaneous creep mechanisms in addition to the usual visco-plastic models employed in the context of unified plate-mantle models . The main emphasis of this paper rests on the constitutive and computational formulation of the model. We apply a consistent incremental formulation of the non-linear governing equations avoiding the computationally expensive iterations that are otherwise necessary to handle the onset of plastic yield. In connection with episodic convection simulations, we point out the strong dependency of the results on the choice of the initial temperature distribution. Our results also indicate that the inclusion of elasticity in the constitutive relationships lowers the mechanical energy associated with subduction events.
Introduction
The way a planet deforms in response to thermal or gravitational driving forces, depends on the material properties of its constituents. The Earth's behavior is unique in that its outermost layer consists of a small number of continuously moving plates.
Venus, another planet of similar size and bulk composition to the Earth, displays signs of active volcanism but there is no evidence of plate movements or plate tectonics.
It is generally accepted that plate tectonics is a manifestation of mantle convection, a natural solid state convection process driven by the thermal gradients of a cooling planet with radiogenic heating. In this context, the pattern of surface motion is determined by the rheology of the cool thermal boundary layer. Purely viscous models of the lithosphere are not capable of producing the narrow plate boundary deformation zones and low strain-rate plate interiors which characterize plate tectonics. Research over the past ten years in the area of computational unified plate-mantle models has demonstrated that additional model ingredients are required including temperature dependence of the viscosity combined with a finite material strength to enable the fracture processes necessary for plate formation (Moresi and Solomatov, 1998; Tackley, 1998) . In square or cubic convection cells temperature dependence and a finite yield strength leads to three distinct modes of convection: If the yield strength is high compared to the thermal driving force, then convection is confined to a domain underlying a high viscosity, quasi rigid plate or lid. This mode of convection is usually designated stagnant lid convection. If the yield strength is low compared to the driving forces then yielding of the material at the cold boundary takes place and plate like regions form; this mode is designated mobile lid convection. In between the two extreme modes exists an episodic convection mode with alternating mobile and stagnant lid behavior.
In the following, we study the effect of physical and computational model refinements such as large strain elasticity, stress advection and an incremental decomposition (or tangent form) of the constitutive relationships. The model proposed here is an extension of the model proposed by Moresi et al (2002) in the context of a Lagrangian particle method. While the three distinct convection modes are clearly observed in square or cubic convection domains or in more ge neral domains with periodic initial conditions, the sensitivity of the convection modes with respect to more general initial conditions is not clear and will be examined here as well. The paper is structured as follows: The model equations, constitutive relationship s, and computational aspects are outlined in the following two sections. Simulation results are presented subsequently.
Model Formulation
The governing model equations consist of the stress equilibrium conditions
and the heat equation
Here we adopt the usual subscripted Cartesian tensor notation; postfixing subscripted differential indices after a comma and adopting the summation convention. In equation and p α is the thermal expansion coefficient. In equation (2), ρ 0 is a reference density at the surface, c p is the heat capacity, κ is the thermal conductivity and h is a specific energy source term (eg radiogenic heating). In the following examples we assume h=0 for simplicity.
In the formulation of the constitutive model we make the standard assumption that the stretching is the sum of an elastic and a visco-plastic part:
We assume incompressib ility such that
, where j v is the velocity. The visco-plastic stretching is then defined as
, where eff η is the effective viscosity, and for the elastic part we assume
where µ is the elastic shear modulus and
J ij
σ & the Jaumann stress rate. The reader is referred to Kolymbas and Herle (2003) and Muhlhaus and Regenauer-Lieb (2004) for recent discussions and comparisons between the various objective stress rates. The Jaumann stress rate is related to the material stress rate by
where ij W is the non-symmetric part of the velocity gradient.
As a further refinement to this approach, the visco-plastic stretching is adopted in the form of a combined Newtonian and composite power law creep model (Muhlhaus and Regenauer-Lieb, 2004) . The composite power law viscosity includes a contribution from both dislocation glide, with a typical power law exponent ( 3 ≈ n ), and plastic deformation, with temperature independent coefficients and a large exponent (
The effective viscosity is then given by:
where Y η is a reference viscosity for the plastic yield, τ 0 is the dislocation transition stress, τ Y is the plastic yield stress and
and N η is the temperaturedependent Newtonian viscosity for which we adopt an Arrhenius relationship. This relationshit is of the form ( Rudnicki and Rice (1975) , as non-symmetric models have a stronger tendency for strain localization.
The governing equations are highly non-linear with respect to the introduced constitutive relationships. In the numerical solution of the model equations the nonlinearities are usually considered iteratively in that the effective viscosity (6) is updated in each step of the iteration on the basis of the results from the previous iteration step (e.g. Moresi and Solomatov, 1998) . This approach is commonly referred to as a secant method. As an alternative, the convergence of this procedure can be improved drastically if the predictor step of the iteration is based on the incremental (=tangent) form of the constitutive relationship instead of the secant form as described above. In this paper we shall apply the tangent approach. The tangent or incremental form of the constitutive relations (3-8) have been derived in (Muhlhaus and Regenauer-Lieb, 2005) and are outlined here in the appendix for easy reference.
Computational Aspects
In the next section we present the results of finite element simulations of plane strain, natural convection problems in a rectangular L by H domain, where H is the dimension in the direction of gravity. Typical values are H=700km for upper mantle convection and H=3000km for whole mantle convection. We make the standard assumptions that the shear stress and normal velocity vanish on all boundaries of the domain; the temperatures are fixed on the top and the bottom and the normal gradient of the temperature vanish on the sides.
The non-dimensional forms of the governing equations are respectively given by
Equation (9) is obtained from equation (1) by decomposing the pressure as
, where p th is the pressure due to thermal expansion, x z is the coordinate opposite to the direction of gravity and 
In (12) ∆T is the temperature difference between the hot and the cold boundary of the domain under consideration. In the present paper we assume Di c =0 since our main focus here is on the influence of temperature dependence of the viscosity, plasticity and elasticity. The temperature and the velocities are non-dimensionalised with respect to
∆T and H/t D respectively.
The governing equations have been implemented using the computational software toolkit Escript (Davies et al, 2004) . Through adoption of the Python scripting language,
Escript is designed to provide an extensible interface to various computational kernel modules such as equation solvers and matrix assembly routines. These kernels in turn provide implicit parallelism, permitting an expert user to focus on scripting the computational scheme for a model as opposed to the low-level implementation detail of parallelization primitives. In this way it is possible to script high performance parallel software without scripting a single line of parallel code. All of the parallelism is delegated to (and encapsulated within) the computational kernel modules selected for the task at hand.
An important computational kernel module interfaced to Escript is the Finley FEM library (Davies et al, 2004) . To use Finley, an unsteady initial boundary value problem (IBVP) must first be transformed into a sequence of steady BVPs by means of a suitable time discretisation procedure applied at each time step. The steady, linear BVP can then be provided to Finley which will then assemble a stiffness matrix associated with a given unstructured mesh using a discretisation based on the standard variational formulation. For an unknown function u , the system of partial differential equations (PDEs) associated with a BVP can be defined through the specification of the coefficients of the following templated system:
The tensorial coefficients A , B , C , D , X , and Y are functions of their location in the physical domain. In a similar manner, Finley also accepts a system of implicit natural and Dirichlet boundary conditions for which template parameters can be specified.
In the implementation we solve sequentially the stress equilibrium equation and the heat equation. The incompressibility constraint is satisfied iteratively by means of the
where α is the iteration counter
is a penalty function (see appendix for definition of the effective shear modulus µ eff ). A typical value for the constant λ 0 is 100.
In connection with direct solvers, convergence is fastest with a larger value for λ 0 .
However, there are usually limits to the value of λ 0 in connection with iterative solvers.
After the pressure iteration the stresses are calculated by solution of matrix problems for each column of the stress tensor. For consistency the order of interpolation is one order less than the one for the velocities. For the velocities and the temperature we use eight noded rectangular elements with bi-quadratic shape functions. For the stresses we use bilinear rectangular elements and evaluate the values of the stresses at the mid side nodes after the solution of the stress equations. Subsequently the heat equation is solved using backward Euler time differencing.
The stress equations and the heat equation involve convective derivatives of the stresses and temperature respectively. We use a basic upwinding scheme [ (Zienkiewicz and Taylor and Zienkiewicz, 2000, p. 30] ) to avoid spurious oscillations of the fields in advection dominated regimes. The common procedure to implement the standard streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) formulation is to modify the test or weight functions used in the formulation of the finite element method. However, in the present case, it is convenient to modify the differential equation. In our formulation we replace the material time derivative of a function a as follows:
The function a can be either a scalar (e.g. temperature), a vector (e.g. velocity) or a tensor (e.g. stress). For pure advection problems, this approach is equivalent to the SUPG method.
For unstructured meshes, the (mid) time step 
Due to the adaptive nature of the 1 st order implicit extrapolation scheme, larger values of C can be trialled in a guarded manner, potentially yielding larger time steps.
In the case of an explicit algorithm, C is set to ½ for stability of the numerical solution in connection with regular grids. As a fully implicit integratio n scheme is used, the Courant (-like) condition is not needed for numerical stability. However, we retain the condition to achieve accuracy of the transient solution of the non-linear equations. In general, higher order approaches such as the condition (16) In the convection study in the next section we ignore the pressure dependence of T M in the Arrhenius relation. The main emphasis in the study will be on the role of elasticity, power law creep and plasticity on the emergence of different modes of convection. In the dimensionless formulation we write the Arrhenius relationship as follows (see Tackley, 1998) :
The exponent of (15) 
Simulations
In the first subsection we consider the effect of refinements such as elasticity and stress advection for the case of episodic convection. Episodic convection is suited for this study as it involves phases of rapid change of the flow pattern within which we expect elasticity to be important and stagnant lid phases where elasticity is expected to be unimportant. In the second subsection we consider the influence of non-periodic initial conditions in connection with two dimensional 4 by 1 convection cells on the persistence of the different convection modes.
The temperature dependence of the viscosity was given by (17) with 23 = A which gives a viscosity ratio from the cold to the hot boundary due to temperature alone of 10 5 .
More extreme viscosity contrasts can easily be considered in the present formulation because the upper limit for the effective dimensionless viscosity is set by the dimensionless elastic shear modulus and the time increment
. We assign 
The corresponding Nusselt number vs. time plot is shown in Figure 1 . After initial, rapidly decaying, primarily elastic oscillations (not shown), the system settles temporarily into a stagnant lid mode of convection similar to the temperature and velocity profile shown in Figure 2a . During this initial period, stress accumulates until the yield stress is reached within the cold boundary layer. The locally-increased mobility was accompanied by thermal advection, a narrow plume formed, hot material was advected underneath toward a narrow, cold boundary layer. This process continued until the cold layer plunged back into the lower mantle along the boundary opposite to the plume (Figure 2b ). This process repeated itself at approximately regular intervals.
The initial time intervals between the first peaks of the episodic mode in Figure 1 Next we investigate the influence of the choice of the initial temperature distribution.
Will the three distinct modes of convection be stable with respect to a change of the initial conditions? We adopt a nonharmonic condition at t=0 such that By multiplying (9) with v i , integration of the resulting expression over the domain V and application of Gauss theorem we obtain the total mechanical power, W & , as
. The reader is referred to Parmentier et al (1976) for details of the derivation. This equation relates the area under the graph of a Nusselt plot to the mechanical work associated with the convection process. In particular, the area under a spike of the Nusselt plot is proportional to the work associated with a subduction event.
This area decreases with the decreasing value of the elastic shear modulus. It is remarkable that this effect is evident in a global energy measure such as the Nusselt number.
Conclusions
We have outlined a formulation for visco-elastic convection based on a combined
Newtonian and composite power law rheology where the effect of plastic yielding is considered as a power law term with a high ( 15 ≈ pl n ) power law coefficient (6). The model is suitable for studying the geodynamics of mantle convection amongst other problems in geophysical flow. The nonlinear equations of motion are solved incrementally based on a consistent tangent formulation producing second order accurate results and avoiding the computationally expensive iterations that are otherwise necessary to handle the onset of plastic yield in most cases. In Moresi and Solomatov (1998) and Tackley (1998) , plastic yielding is considered by introducing an upper limit to the viscosity given by the ratio of the yield stress and the equivalent viscous strain rate. Since the strain rate at the current time is unknown, an initial estimate has to be based on the strain rate from the last time step producing a result of first order accuracy.
For this reason, a time consuming, iterative approach is necessary. The iterative approach is often more time consuming than the present incremental approach including the occasional iterative reduction of residuals. With the iterative approach, the constitutive operator is sparser than in the consistent incremental approach, which can be used to advantage.
The convection model with a strongly temperature dependent viscosity has some unique characteristics: the produced strains can be very large, necessitating a fluid-dynamics formulation, yet the relaxation time in the cool thermal boundary layer is significant compared to the characteristic time associated with fluid flow. In the bulk of the fluid, the relaxation time is small compared to the time taken for convective features to evolve due to the much lower viscosity of the warm fluid.
As elastic stresses in the strongly convecting part of the system relax rapidly, the introduction of elasticity does not produce a qualitative change to the stagnant lid convection regime (see Solomatov, 1995) . In the episodic and mobile lid modes, there is competition between the build-up of stresses in the cool lid and the stress-limiting effect of the yield criterion. Our results show that the introduction of elastic deformation does not quantitatively influence this balance either, although we do expect a difference in the distribution of stresses in the lid, which explains the variation in the onset of overturns and their increasing frequency which we observed as the elastic shear modulus was reduced. It should be noted that a global flow characteristic such as the Nusselt number may not be suitable to investigate the effect of elasticity. This is because the significant elastic effect is limited to the plate (or top boundary layer) which occupies only a small fraction of the total volume of the convection cell. In a future study we plan to differentiate between the energy rates associated with elastic, Newtonian creep, power law creep and plastic deformation, evaluated in those parts of the convection cell in which plate like behavior is expected (e.g. for T < 1400K, see Schubert et al 2001, p.26) .
The presence of an elastic deformation mechanism also permits significant deformation of the highly viscous lid with lower energy rates as the plate is able to bend without necessarily having to form a plastic hinge. This is reflected in lower energy levels during episodic overturns which we observed by integrating the system Nusselt number.
In the Earth, this effect may be important in subduction zones where the prediction of dissipation rates due to slab bending is large r than what seems physically plausible in this context (Conrad and Hager, 1999) .
We observed a breakdown in the highly regular boundary layer turnover time when transitioning from harmonic initial condition to a non-harmonic initial condition. This is similar to the results of Moresi and Solomatov (1998) , who noted for the purely viscous case that the regularity of the episodic mode was an artifact of the small convection domains. Once we break the perfect symmetry of the convection pattern, the evolution also becomes significantly more time-dependent.
Here, η eff and η Ν are defined by (6) and (7) respectively. Inversion of A3 yields:
In steady states, the stress, temperature and pressure increments vanish so that the remaining terms in (A11) , this viscosity tends to infinity so that the expression A14 reduces to
In the above derivation it was assumed that the yield stress is constant. A large deformation model with power law plasticity and state variable dependence of the yield stress will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
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